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Abstract. Computer system is the basis of aerospace space safety. This paper
proposes a three-mode redundancy computer system, which performs real-time
triple modular redundancy for work tasks to improve system reliability. The
three-computer fault-tolerant system includes processor management software
and voting software, and realizes the three-computer architecture through three
sets of independent hardware environments. In order to meet the requirements
of aerospace, this paper compares the three-computer fault-tolerant system with
the traditional dual-computer system on the satellite, and designs the system
from the aspects of system architecture analysis, voting process design,
redundancy and reliability prediction.

Keywords: Computer fault-tolerant system; Three-mode redundancy;
Synchronization; Voting.

In the field of aerospace, computer systems are mostly used for the communication
and control functions of aircraft, which have high reliable control requirements while
transmitting large amounts of information [1]. At present, most on-board computer
systems adopt dual-computer fault-tolerant architecture [2-4]. In the case of the
failure of the host computer, the backup computer can be used to take [5,6] over the
function. However, for the computer system with hard real-time and high reliability
control requirements, there will be problems such as work interruption and control
cycle change if the dual fault-tolerant architecture is used.
In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes a three-mode redundancy

computer system, which uses three sets of independent hardware to control the
internal command of a single computer, so as to realize the triple computer mode. If
there is a fault in one computer, it will be degraded to dual computer mode, and if
there is a fault in dual computer mode, it will be degraded to single computer mode.
Time synchronization, data synchronization and multilevel voting strategies are
designed to ensure reliable and efficient fault-tolerant system environment.
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2 Design of three-computer fault-tolerant system

The typical on-board computer in the aerospace field uses a dual-computer backup
system to meet the safety and reliability design requirements of satellites. As shown
in Figure 1, a typical dual redundant computer includes external data interface,
calculation control module, data output module and execution module, and the host [7]
computer and the backup computer use completely independent software and
hardware for redundant backup. In order to further realize the flexible configuration
of dual computers, a dual computer monitoring channel [8] is set between the main
computer and the backup computer to realize the mutual monitoring of the main
computer and the backup computer under the dual computer architecture, so as to
achieve the requirements of autonomous control switching.

Fig. 1. Typical double redundant computer system architecture

Because the on-board control computer platform controls the satellite with high
precision, three completely independent processor modules are designed for separate
calculation control, and the voting module is used for instruction voting and data
output. The double redundant system architecture is used in the execution module to
be compatible with the cold condition of the main and backup of the traditional
on-board computer. Each voting module makes independent judgment on the current
working mode, and carries out computer instruction control according to the working
mode.

The three-mode redundancy computer system is composed of processor module,
voting module and execution module, and its system structure is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Structure diagram of the three-machine system for the Promote Integrated Manager
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It can be seen from the Fig.2 that each voting module can receive three identical
data issued by processor A, processor B and processor C. For example, when CPUA
writes vote A, it will write to the voting FPGA circuits B and C at the same time. The
voting module votes on the current mode, and specifies the authority machine to send
instructions to the execution module to achieve reliable control of the three computers.
When an unrecoverable fault occurs in the manager, the corresponding voting module
of the three machines can judge the fault machine independently, and prohibit the
machine from sending downward instructions, and determine that the system working
mode is degraded at this time.

In order to reduce the change of single machine fault mode, our system is designed
as an asymmetric structure [9,10], as shown in Figure 3, so there are only three
possible dual machine modes, namely "A main B standby", "A main C standby", "B
main C standby". In this case, if any of the two machines fail, the hardware of the
three machines can be judged to enter the fault degradation, and the system enters the
single machine working mode.

Fig. 3. Three-machine system operation mode
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3 Three-machine system operation mode

3.1 Time synchronization of three machines

The synchronization mechanism is mainly used to eliminate the asynchronous degree
caused by different clocks or delays among different CPUs in the triple modular
redundancy system, so that the three CPUs in the system reach a relatively consistent
state in the program execution state, cycle timing and time reference, so as to ensure
the synchronization of input data and output data of the three CPUs. So that the voting
module FPGA can carry out synchronous voting, ensure the consistency of the
comparison data, and truly complete the function of triple modular redundancy.

As shown in Figure 4, each voting module generates a synchronization pulse and
sends it to three processor modules at the same time. Each processor module uses its
own time to monitor the quality of the synchronization pulse. By default, the
synchronization pulse emitted by the voting module corresponding to the power
machine is selected as the synchronization interrupt clock source. When the
synchronization pulse has pulse width deviation, the synchronization pulse source
switch is carried out.

The three CPUs use the same synchronization pulse to trigger the interrupt, so that
the three CPUs work under the uniform synchronization pulse drive, so as to have the
basis of synchronous operation.

Fig. 4. Time synchronization method

3.2 Data synchronization of three machines

The three-mode redundancy computer system uses the architecture of triple modular
redundancy, and the computing function of each computer is independent. The data
synchronization of the three computers can realize the communication between the
three independent processors.
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The three computers communicate with each other to realize:
 The CPU business data of the three machines are exchanged, and the
interaction results are used to unify the task states of the three machines.

 The interaction of CPU instruction status data of the three machines, and the
interaction results are used to vote instructions and vote the current working
status of the three machines;

The CPU realizes the data interaction of the three computers through the
interactive RAM of the voting module. The CPU realizes the triple modular
redundancy of data interaction by writing the interactive RAM of the three computers
and reading the data of the corresponding interactive RAM of itself.

Fig. 5. Data synchronization method

4 Three-machine voting mechanism

The voting switching mechanism is the design core of the three-level fault-tolerant
system. The fault detection and output control of the three-machine redundancy
fault-tolerance are completed by the voting switching function. The voting process is
divided into two levels:
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The first level is when the CPU software is running. The CPUs of the three
machines read the shared RAM of the corresponding voting module, and vote the
interactive business data of the three CPUs. After voting, the data and status of the
three machines are unified. The content of the first-level voting interaction mainly
includes the CPU software self-test, the number of local watchdog reset, the local
clock source and other information.

The second level is that after the CPU software completes the task calculation, the
voting module votes on the instructions output by the three CPUs, and determines the
current working mode of the three machines and the download instructions. After
starting the voting, each voting module votes on the instructions from the three CPU
machines. In order to obtain reliable instruction results, the instruction data are voted
bit-by-bit in the form of high to low priority.

5 Simulation Verification

In order to verify the error correction ability of the three-machine system under fault
conditions, this paper uses Vivado 2018.3 to simulate the propulsion integrated
manager system, and injects fault modes for error correction test. As shown in Figure
6, clk_i is the 50MHz clock source selected by the three computers, and the three
processors start the write voting module to enable wr_en at the same beat, and input
their own data wr_dat to the voting module. After receiving the data from the three
computers, the voting module performs three take two bit by bit voting, and the result
is voter_tri_o.

Fig. 6. Three - machine voting simulation test results

The above simulation test successfully realizes the time synchronization and data
synchronization in the three-machine mode, and ensures the fault tolerance of the
whole three-machine system through the three-machine voting mechanism when the
failure of one machine occurs.
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6 Conclusion

From the perspective of system design, this paper designs a three-machine
fault-tolerant system with processor module and voting module as the core, which can
realize time synchronization, data synchronization and reliable voting. The simulation
test of the voting mechanism of the three machines in fault mode shows that the
system can effectively realize reliable voting output under hard real-time
requirements, and meet the requirements of safe and reliable control.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.
        The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter's
Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material
is not included in the chapter's Creative Commons license and your intended use is not
permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain
permission directly from the copyright holder.
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